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Abstract:
A variety of approaches to road user charging (RUC) for reducing congestion and raising revenue
to maintain and improve transport infrastructure is in place in many countries; examples of such
RUC include: an Electronic Fee Collection System in Singapore, Cordon Pricing in Oslo City in
Norway, Zoned Based Pricing in London and Distance-Based Pricing for heavy lorries in
Germany and Switzerland. No RUC system is fully comprehensive and applied to all users across
a state’s road network, but there is increasing awareness that revenues from fuel-based taxes are
dropping with continued improvements to engine efficiency. The development of satellite
technologies in tandem with in-vehicle telematics makes the introduction of universal dynamic
pricing feasible and provides an unrivalled opportunity for RUC to incorporate external costs and
apply socially inclusive measures to pricing whilst also providing price cues and behavioural
feedback for travellers to adopt more efficient vehicle technologies and/or driving styles, or to
switch modes. This paper provides critical and comparative assessments of existing road user
charging (RUC) systems with reference to technological limitations and acceptability issues. The
paper then goes on to demonstrate a system architecture for a Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) based dynamic RUC system capable of incorporating such a comprehensive approach to
pricing and behaviour. Finally, we consider the feasibility of the proposed system in relation to
technology readiness and public acceptability. We highlight some of the potential wider benefits
from the introduction of a comprehensive system that could justify the cost of development and
implementation as well as improving public and political acceptability. The paper ends with
conclusions and future research directions.
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1. Introduction
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This paper focuses on a proposed GNSS-based road user charging (RUC) system capable of
incorporating environmental and social equity in pricing for road use. The building and
maintenance of road infrastructure has to be paid for. Though roads are often funded out of
general taxation in recognition of the general public benefit that arises from the network, many
governments have also introduced vehicle registration taxes and duties on fuel. RUC has not yet
been applied comprehensively anywhere in the world. However, point-of-use charges long predate the use of general taxes to pay for infrastructure. A variety of such direct RUCs are in
operation around the world. For example, the Electronic Fee Collection System in Singapore,
Cordon Pricing in Oslo, Norway, Zoned Based Pricing in London and Distance-Based Pricing in
Germany and Switzerland (Ison and Rye, 2005; Richardson and Bae, 2008; Palma and Lindsey,
2011). Many systems are in urban areas and intended to tackle congestion problems though
revenue raising is also an objective, which is in tension with environmental and economic
efficiency arguments for RUC introduction (May and Milne, 2000).
At present no existing RUC system is fully comprehensive across a nation state network, but there
is increasing political awareness that revenue from fuel-based taxes is dropping with continued
improvements to engine efficiency (Glaister, 2010; Johnson et al, 2012; Duncan and Graham,
2013). This is a difficulty for governments that rely on fuel-based taxes to boost general tax
revenue whilst suppressing transport demand. Furthermore, serious congestion continues to be a
problem in both the developed and developing countries of the world, with associated air quality
and human health problems. Financing new infrastructure and maintenance of existing networks is
also a significant problem.

2. Background and research objectives
The air quality problems referred to above, as well as the other negative environmental impacts of
road transport are ‘externalities’, as they are currently not compensated for in existing taxes paid
by road users. In 1972 OECD member countries agreed to apply the Polluter Pays Principle (PPP)
to their environmental policies (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987). In
spite of the environmental justifications sometimes applied to the imposition of additional tax on
vehicle fuel, none of the existing examples of systems for collecting fees from road users fully
assimilates the tenets of PPP, under which vehicles that cause more road damage, and higher
marginal social costs from negative externalities such as congestion and pollution, should pay
more. The desirability of applying the PPP to RUC was first highlighted in the early 1960s. A
panel supported by Ministry of Transport, UK and chaired by Professor R. J. Smeed prepared
guidelines for implementing a successful charging scheme at national level (Smeed, 1964). The
Smeed Report concluded that RUC should be dynamic spatially, temporally and modally, and the
level of charges should closely approximate the amount of road usage (i.e. to reflect the
differential wear and tear caused to roads by different types of vehicle), congestion and
environmental pollution caused by a vehicle.
Despite considerable advances in technology since then, systems for charging road users have not
yet fully assimilated these principles. A recent study by Ochieng et al., (2010) critically reviews
previous studies including Smeed (1964), May (1992), IHT (1997), and Khan (2005). For
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national-level dynamic RUC, they stipulate that for technical and economic feasibility, the
variables should be “readily and accurately measurable”, varying in direct proportion to the
amount of road use and its associated environmental and social impact. They also assess vehicle
location systems and sensors (e.g., vehicle emission monitoring unit) for GNSS-based dynamic
RUC. They note additionally that RUC schemes should be transparent and easy for users to
understand whilst being flexible enough for operators to address multiple policy aims.
That charges for road use should more closely reflect impacts on infrastructure and negative
externalities has been apparent in European policy circles since the publication of a European
Commission Green Paper (CEC, 1995). Direct RUC is a rational means to address the issue of
funding road infrastructure and addressing environmental problems identified and can be designed
to be socially just. The European Community (EC) is also seeking to ensure that the variety of
technologies currently used for forms of RUC in the EC should be interoperable, utilising new
opportunities in satellite positioning and mobile communications (Directive 2004/52/EC).
In this paper, the necessary architecture for a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) based
dynamic RUC system is demonstrated. Developed through the application of computer science
techniques the proposed system incorporates dynamic journey related variables that would meet
the requirements of government/operators, PPP and social equity, such as distance travelled, road
class, geographic area (e.g., urban, semi-urban or rural), time of trip, road network conditions
(e.g., congestion level), driver characteristics (e.g., tendencies to speed, brake hard or suddenly
accelerate), and vehicle occupancy level, as well as vehicle dependent factors like vehicle class
and pollutant emissions. Together, these variables determine the RUC applied to each trip. The
paper also demonstrates a number of important technical aspects which are not presented in
literature together (e.g., technology issues with GNSS system, GIS maps and algorithms). Finally,
we address the feasibility of implementation of the proposed dynamic road user charging system,
considered from the twin perspectives of technology readiness and acceptability (drawing
primarily on UK evidence) and we offer some conclusions about the potential benefits arising
from the data that this system would generate and key areas for future research.
The latest advances in transport telematics that utilise a range of advanced ICT, vehicle sensing,
emission monitoring, digital technologies, and navigation and positioning systems may help in
deploying such a national-level dynamic RUC system (Sussman, 2005; Deeter, 2009; Velaga et
al., 2012a). Whilst the cost of the individual technologies required has now fallen substantially,
critical factors for implementation are public and political acceptability as well as the transition
costs of an entirely new system for charging road users (see for example, Schade and Schlag,
2003, or Kocak et al., 2005). However, the main objectives of this paper are: (1) to review
existing charging types and technologies to develop a critical comparative assessment of RUC
types and technologies; (2) to demonstrate the system architecture for a national GNSS-based
fully dynamic RUC system; and (3) to describe issues of technological readiness, and reflect on
public and political acceptability issues with the proposed GNSS based dynamic RUC.

3. Existing charging types and technologies
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There are broadly two types of pricing: (1) fixed and (2) variable (Cottingham et al., 2007; Palma
and Lindsey, 2011). Fixed charges apply a flat fee for making a journey of any length on a
chargeable road. Fixed charges can also be applied for driving within a chargeable area. Variable
charges are more dynamic, e.g. varying by distance travelled on a chargeable road (Grush and
Roth, 2008) or time within a controlled zone. Without highly sophisticated locative technologies,
however, there is scope for only a very small amount of distance-based variation (e.g., in the case
of the M6 Toll in the UK, all the local toll plazas are priced the same, slightly cheaper than the
Main toll plaza, and thus leaving the motorway at the first exit is the same price as leaving it at the
fifth exit, though cheaper than travelling the full length of the tolled road segment1).
There are also different systems for applying charges: (1) single point charging at a tollgate, e.g.
for toll roads, bridges and tunnels (2) area-based charging within certain boundaries, e.g. in
congested urban areas, and (3) distance based charging systems, in which users are charged when
leaving tolled routes or with more technological sophistication, remotely invoiced for the exact
distance travelled on chargeable routes within the system. Several technologies are available,
often combined in unique ways for each system in operation. For example Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags can be used on the M6 Toll road in the UK in addition to less
technological approaches; Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) cameras are used for the
London Congestion Charge (UK); and GPS2 is used for distance-based RUC in Germany and
Switzerland.
3.1 Single-route point charging
A single-route point charging system imposes charges to use a piece of transport infrastructure,
such as a road, tunnel or bridge, usually based on vehicle class, and applied at a tollgate (Goh,
2002). The rationale for the toll is usually to pay for a particular piece of infrastructure
construction and maintenance, and the concept does not depend on advanced technology. In
manual systems, vehicles stop at a tollgate to pay an attendant (e.g., the National Highway-5 toll
system, India). Drawbacks such as long vehicle queues at toll stations at peak hours (Komada and
Nagatani, 2010), high operating cost, and extensive space requirements for physical infrastructure,
provide incentives to improve toll collection technology. A moderate application of technology
reduces the need for human attendants (e.g., coin baskets for cash payments and a contact-less
card reader for card holders are both used on the Clifton Suspension Bridge, UK3), but the
principle drawback of traffic delay remains as vehicles must slow down substantially. Innovation
is driven to achieve the objective of uninterrupted vehicle movement, leading to developments
such as Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) (Hau, 1990; Slovak Republic, 2010)..
In an ETC system the fee is transferred electronically from vehicles passing through the tollgate to
the toll agency. The introduction of this type of system enabled vehicles to pass tollgates at up to
60 km per hour (Hau, 1992; Ardekani, 1991), though much higher speeds are now possible. ETC
1

See URL http://www.m6toll.co.uk/pricing/pricing-guide/, last accessed 8th October 2012
GPS is the commonly used acronym for all satellite-based navigation systems. Technically, it only applies to
systems using the satellites of the USA’s military Global Positioning System, now that other satellite systems are
available that enable satellite-based navigation. In this paper we use GPS primarily in its common sense.
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systems require three primary elements, as shown in Figure 1: (1) a process of vehicle
identification (e.g., using Radio-Frequency identification to link the vehicle with its owner); (2)
vehicle classification (e.g., using loop detector and video image processing to identify vehicle
class); and (3) transaction processing between vehicle owner and charging authority. These
developments are often applied in addition to existing methods of toll collection (e.g., the
privately operated M6 Toll (UK) applies multiple technologies at Toll Plazas: vehicles either stop
to pay an attendant, slow down to use a coin-basket or drive through with a RFID tag)
[Figure 1 near here]
3.2 Area Based Road Charging
Area-Based Road Charging (ABRC) involves charging to use roads in designated areas and is
generally used for demand-management in congestion hotspots, hence is often known as
‘congestion charging’. There are three main types of ABRC: (1) Area Licensing Scheme, (2)
Cordon Pricing (or ‘toll ring’), and (3) Zone Based Pricing.
An Area Licence Scheme (ALS) is low tech: a driver purchases a special supplementary licence,
and displays it on a vehicle driven within the charging zone during applicable hours. From 1975 to
late 1990s, Singapore operated an ALS to address traffic congestion in the central business district
(Santos, 2005; Cottingham et al., 2007). The system was upgraded to a cordon-based ETC pricing
system in 1998, becoming the first example of electronic road pricing for congestion management
(Goh, 2002; Olszewski and Xie, 2005). In cordon-pricing, vehicles are charged when they cross
the designated boundary line of a chargeable zone (usually a city centre) (Maruyama and
Sumalee, 2007; Shepherd et al., 2008). This approach can be low-tech, but many current examples
are electronic. Norway’s first toll cordon was introduced in Bergen in 1986. A second scheme was
introduced to the capital city Oslo in 1990 with 19 toll stations, operating 24 hours a day. The
main drawback is that under cordon-pricing, road users can travel free within the cordon and some
schemes, such as Oslo, do not charge outward movements. In zone-based pricing, all vehicle
users driving within the boundaries of a chargeable zone should pay the user charges. Essentially,
zone-based pricing is a technologically advanced form of an ALS. of the London Congestion
Charge is a zone-based pricing scheme, and uses ANPR (see Figure 2) (Santos and Fraser, 2006;
Santos, 2008). However, several disadvantages with the technology, such as need to install and
maintain roadside physical infrastructure, low accuracy in poor weather and similarities between
letters and numbers causing ambiguity, as well as high enforcement costs suggest a need for
further technological innovation.
[Figure 2 near here]
3.3 Distance-Based Toll collection
Distance-Based Pricing (DBP) (also known as Pay-As-You-Drive) applies charges to road users
based on how far a vehicle is driven, but the design of schemes and the technologies used varies.
The low-tech and long-standing French system applies a distance element by charging for every
10 miles along the toll road. Partially addressing the PPP, the greater damage from heavy freight
vehicles provided sufficient incentive for some other European countries to introduce distance5

based RUC for such vehicles when the technology became available. In January 2001,
Switzerland introduced DBP for goods vehicles carrying over 3.5 tonnes on all public roads. The
Swiss system combines three variables: distance travelled, highest authorised weight and vehicle
emission class. Distance is measured using tachograph, coupled with a GPS and a movement
sensor to ensure the tachograph signal is not tampered with. Germany introduced DBP for heavy
goods vehicles (HGV) in January 2005. Here, freight vehicles weighing over 12 tonnes driving on
motorways are charged based on distance travelled, number of axles and vehicle emission class
(Hensher and Puckett, 2005; Broaddus and Gertz, 2008). The German system utilises a GPS and
positioning sensor in an On-Board Unit (OBU) to automatically track vehicle position, calculate
distance travelled and apply the appropriate fee. The Czech Republic introduced DBP for vehicles
over 3.5 tonnes in 2007, using an OBU, with charges automatically applied on the basis of passing
under over-head gantries on chargeable roads (see www.rapptrans.nl).
4. Critique of Existing and Proposed RUC
4.1 Comparative Assessment of RUC types and technologies
In order to clarify the benefits of our proposed GNSS-based RUC architecture, we sought
information about a number of existing RUC systems in operation in Europe and elsewhere. In
Table 1 we summarise the main features of examples that illustrate the technological development
across the range of RUC types and examples we identify above. From this we conclude that most
existing types of point and area-based RUC systems are fixed charge types based on class of
vehicle and time of trip. Therefore most current RUC systems do not directly apply the PPP based
on amount of road use, road damage and environmental pollution, whether the stated aim is
revenue raising or traffic management. Also most of the more dynamic systems are only aimed at
one part of society, e.g. businesses using HGVs, which reduces fairness. Higher technology
systems address traffic flow disadvantages and enforcement issues, and can introduce more
parameters for pricing variability (e.g. Singapore’s ETC reflects traffic conditions at the location
where the user enters the zone). Whilst a distance-based electronic RUC mechanism does consider
the distance travelled on a chargeable road as well as vehicle characteristics for freight vehicles,
other variable parameters like road class, congestion level, or time of the trip, are not considered.
[Table 1 near here]
4.2 Public and Political Acceptability: the UK example
In this section we illustrate the difficulties through the UK example, where the absence of a
concrete proposal for national RUC has led to a piecemeal approach to direct charging. Public and
political acceptability is a major barrier to RUC in the UK context (Glaister, 2007). The public
perception is that road users are already paying for road use through the combination of annual
Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) and high levels of fuel duty. Nevertheless the Westminster
government and the Scottish parliament both handed the power to introduce urban congestion
charging to local authorities (via the Transport Act 2000, the Transport (Scotland) Act 2001 and
the Greater London Authority Act 1999). However, it raised little interest, perhaps because rules
required that revenue raised by charges had to be hypothecated to transport interventions (such as
building light rail systems) through the Transport Innovation Fund (Ryley, 2010) Consequently,
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there are only two examples of urban congestion charging in the UK - a single street in Durham
(introduced in 2002) and the London Congestion Charge (introduced in 2003). Two other major
schemes (Edinburgh and Manchester) were abandoned following local referenda (in 2005 and
2008 respectively) and, in December 2006, there were 1.8 million signatures to a government epetition website against introducing national RUC in the UK (Glaister, 2010).
The literature on public acceptability of RUC identifies some key elements. Fairness in system
design is one important factor. For example, in the case of the abandoned Edinburgh congestion
change, the objectives of the scheme were to reduce congestion within the city and to raise
revenue for transport infrastructure projects and public transport subsidy. The system that was
proposed was an area-based toll based on inner and outer cordons, utilising ANPR technology at
the cordon. However, there would be no charge for drivers within the area who did not cross a
cordon. Rye et al., (2008) suggest that this was politically motivated, as most Edinburgh residents
(i.e. voters) would effectively not have to pay the charge unless they crossed the inner cordon.
However, it should be acknowledged that this design decision also reflects the higher installation
costs involved with zone-pricing, which requires comprehensive installation of ANPR cameras
throughout the zone, not just at boundary crossings. Whilst in-bound commuters from
neighbouring local authorities would have a motive to find an alternative mode of travel or pay
the charge, Edinburgh residents would have little incentive to stop contributing to congestion. As
the referendum only took place in Edinburgh it is somewhat surprising that there was so much
opposition to it, though there was a well-orchestrated ‘No’ media campaign (see Conclusions
below).
Research generally shows that acceptability has been the principal barrier to implementing RUC
of various types in several different countries. For example, Kocak et al (2005) reports a series of
European surveys in which public support for RUC is generally lower than 30%. However, Ryley
(ibid) points out that whilst scheme acceptability generally falls before implementation, post
introduction acceptability rises when a scheme is proven effective. The introduction of RUC in
2006 for Stockholm, Sweden, was achieved by introducing a 6 month trial period prior to a public
vote. Having directly demonstrated the benefits of congestion charging, the vote was positive and
permanent city congestion charging was established in 2007. Over the longer term, the congestion
reduction benefits of RUC for Stockholm have been maintained, in spite of a real terms reduction
in the cost of average journeys inside the RUC zone, and public acceptability as increased to 70%
(Borjesson et al, 2012).

5. GNSS-Based RUC
Technology has advanced to such a point that it should be possible to address some of the public
and hence political, acceptability issues that relate to scheme design when considering ‘whole
nation’ RUC rather than more bounded zones. There is also a case to better apply the PPP. Here,
we set out the system architecture that would be required for a genuinely dynamic RUC system in
which vehicles that cause more road damage and higher marginal social costs from negative
externalities such as congestion and pollution, pay more. Moreover, dynamic RUC systems offer
more promise of ‘rewarding’ travellers who find alternative modes, choose to travel at cheaper
7

times of day, or who use less congested routes (Tillema et al., 2013). In the next section we
describe the architecture of a GNSS-based system capable of including the variables that would
enable individual drivers to see the cost impact of their decisions and to calculate how to make
cheaper journeys (i.e. choose different routes, times or modes) whilst simultaneously enabling
traffic authorities to give clear price signals to manage congestion and emissions levels and
potentially include the real-time data on traffic in intelligent transport systems (ITS) for
management of signals and variable message signs.
5.1 Proposed GNSS-based Dynamic RUC system architecture
The components of a PPP compliant GNSS-based dynamic RUC system are: an OBU (equipped
with a GPS and a Dead-Reckoning (DR) sensor), a wireless communication system (e.g., DSRC,
GSMC, General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), Wireless Local Area Network, or a combination),
a vehicle emission monitoring unit, a sensor-based vehicle occupancy monitoring unit, and a base
station (see Figure 3).
[Figure 3 near here]
System inputs combine a digitised GIS map with traffic information for each link/corridor, such as
traffic density or speed from the Area Traffic Management System (ATMS), and the user
charging structure (i.e., the rules concerning when and how much a vehicle should be charged).
The OBUs work via GPS, and DR sensors serve as a back up to determine how far the vehicle has
travelled by reference to a digital map provided to the system. A map-matching algorithm
integrates vehicle positioning data with a GIS road map to identify the road segment on which a
vehicle is travelling and the vehicle's location on the selected road segment. The GPS/DR records
road usage data (i.e. distance travelled on a particular road class/geographic area) as well as
temporal information, like the time and duration of the trip, and vehicle-specific information such
as unique identification, vehicle class, vehicle occupancy, pollution emission, vehicle weight, or
vehicle configuration. This information is then transferred to a base station through wireless
communication system such as GPRS. At the base station, the information is used to calculate the
user charge which is then deducted from the user account. Finally, users are supplied with
information about their charges and road usage (e.g. distances and emissions). GNSS-based road
charging systems have many advantages such as: more flexibility in charging, a minimal need for
external roadside infrastructures and hence less environmental and visual impact. In addition, the
level of feedback about personal road usage to drivers offers the type of personalised information
necessary for behaviour-based policy interventions, as users are directly supplied with the
information required should they wish to alter behaviour to control costs. Moreover, the proposed
system not only fully assimilates the PPP in charging mechanism, but offers additional benefits
for implementing and controlling various ITS systems (e.g., incident or accident management,
traffic speed control, stolen vehicle recovery, traveller information and route guidance).
Nevertheless, in order to implement the proposed variable RUC system at national level there are
still some technological and acceptability issues, these are discussed below.
5.2 Technical issues with GNSS-based dynamic RUC
8

5.2.1 Issues with vehicle position and location
The main function of a GPS in a road user charging mechanism is to provide position and time
information to the system (Rafael et al., 2010; Ubeda et al., 2010). A lack of positioning accuracy
may lead users being charged erroneously (Velaga et al., 2012b). The quality of position
information is demonstrated in terms of accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability (Feng and
Ochieng, 2007; Salos et al., 2010; Velaga and Sathiaseelan, 2011). The most important factor in
considering a GPS receiver for identifying vehicle position is lateral accuracy (Zabic, 2009). The
level of accuracy should be set such that the system should locate the vehicle on a digital road
map (i.e., identifying correct link) particularly for certain situations with a higher risk of
positioning ambiguity arising from lateral inaccuracy, such as where two different road classes are
in close proximity to each other; in urban areas where road junctions are more closely spaced; or
at ‘Y’ junctions.
A study conducted by Transport for London in London using GPS based OBUs for RUC shows
only 58% of all the location data points collected were sufficiently accurate for GNSS-based RUC
(Transport for London, 2006). The result shows that the existing satellite positioning is not
enough for urban congestion pricing. However, the Russian Global Orbit Navigation Satellite
System (GLONASS4) and the launch of the European Galileo system can increase the system
performance (GINA, 2010), because the greater number of satellites available improves visibility
and coverage for triangulating position.and improving accuracy. An extensive study by Zabic
(2011) examined satellite systems for RUC through broad literature review and a series of field
studies conducted in Copenhagen, Denmark and concluded that GNSS-based vehicle location
determination had enhanced along with continuing technology development in the last five years,
though found that further testing and development is required to use the satellite system for
national-level RUC.
5.2.2 Issues with GIS road map
A digitised spatial road map plays a vital role in the proposed dynamic RUC. The road network
map database represents important spatial and topological information about the road network; a
GIS map database includes features such as road type/classification, speed limits on each road
segment, turn-restriction information. Often, in a traditional GIS map, roads are a single-lineroad-network, with a series of polylines representing the centreline of the road. Further, each
polyline consists of a chain of straight lines depending on the shape of the arc (i.e., road
curvature) and the number of shape points within the arc.
Errors in map creation, projection, geo-referencing and digitisation process create inaccuracies in
the digital road map. Moreover, map scale also influences the quality of digital map. The GIS map
errors can be broadly categorised into geometric and topological errors (Goodwin and Lau, 1993;
Kim et al., 2000). Examples of such map errors include missing road features, displacement and
rotation of map features, and mis-representation of road features. An example of misrepresentation of a road feature is illustrated in Figure 4. In this scenario, a road feature from two
4

There are now four political regimes providing the global navigation satellite system: the USA’s GPS, the Russian
GLONASS, the European Galileo system and the Chinese COMPASS.
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different sources (different scales) are superimposed. In reality it is a roundabout (shown by the
dotted line), but due to inaccuracy in the digitisation process, digital mapping convention of
representing roads by their central line and also the higher map scale renders the roundabout as a
five-legged junction. GPS positioning points obtained from a carrier-phase GPS are shown as bold
circles in the figure. If these GPS points are assigned to the five-legged junction, this could cause
significant horizontal errors in land vehicle positioning and navigation. Moreover, the GIS road
map for the proposed dynamic RUC should also include accurate information on road
classification, because one of the variables in calculating user charges is road type.
[Figure 4 near here]
The only evaluation of suitability of existing GIS for satellite-based RUC is by Cheng et al.
(2006). They evaluate the suitability of existing digital road maps, in different operational
environments in USA, for national level GPS-based RUC applications and conclude that the
existing digital maps (which are publicly available) are not accurate enough for GPS-based RUC.
However, they recommend that with high accuracy digital maps (not existing at national level)
that are used for experimental vehicle safety applications, positioning data from differential GPS,
along with sophisticated algorithms and techniques to integrate GPS and GIS data, could make the
design and deployment of GPS-based RUC system with high geographical resolution a reality.
5.2.3 Map-matching algorithms to integrate positioning data with GIS map
Map-matching algorithms (MMA) are often used to integrate positioning data obtained from GPS
or other sensors (e.g., Dead-Reckoning (DR) sensors) with a digital road map representing the
road central line (Quddus et al., 2007). The primary aim of a MMA is to identify the road segment
on which a vehicle is travelling based on the current location of the raw GPS/DR data point. In
recent years, as the requirement for a precise vehicle location has become an important factor in
successful development of ITS and various MMA have been developed for specific ITS
applications. A comprehensive summary of the latest MMA is contained in Table 2 of Velaga et
al. (2012c). A variety of techniques are used in map-matching processes (such as artificial
intelligence and probabilistic techniques). The frequency of GPS positioning data, accuracy
requirements, the type of map-matching process/technique, algorithm complexity, computational
features and calculation speed requirements all vary with each ITS application and purpose.
An example of outcome of a MMA is shown in Figure 5. Vehicle positioning points before and
after the map-matching process are shown by star and circle symbols respectively. The actual
vehicle path and direction of movement is represented with arrow marks. In this figure, a
topological MMA developed in Velaga et al. (2012d) is used to map-match the positioning points
obtained from GPS/DR to a road central line. This MMA is a weight-based topological mapmatching developed for general ITS applications (for further details see Velaga et al.,2012d). A
parallel road scenario is shown on the left hand side of the figure (Part 1): the positioning points
before the map-matching process fall between two parallel roads, in this case the error could be
with GPS/DR data or with GIS road map. Without a map-matching process there could be
confusion about which parallel road upon which the vehicle actually travelled. On the right hand
side of the figure (Part 2), the scenario shows raw positioning data from GPS suggesting that the
10

vehicle ‘jumps’ from one road to another road segment that is not directly connected to the first.
In both cases the MMA successfully identifies the correct road link.
[Figure 5 near here]
However, in complex operational environments and on dense road networks in urban areas, MMA
still sometimes fail to identify the correct road segment on which a vehicle is travelling from the
candidate road segments. This phenomenon is known as mismatching. An example of a
mismatching error is illustrated in Figure 6. In this scenario, the positioning data from GPS/DR
does not look erroneous; however, the final map-matching result shows that vehicle jumps from
one road segment to other road. In this case the underlying error is in the map digitisation process.
Checking against the corresponding satellite image shown on the right of Figure 7 reveals that a
street has been omitted from the digitised map - the path actually travelled by the vehicle is
highlighted with a bold dotted line on the satellite image.
[Figure 6 near here]
Toledo et al. (2010a) analysed positioning systems, GIS and map-matching issues for GNSSbased RUC; they found that improvements to MMA are required as the threshold values and other
parameters used in a MMA for road segment identification need to be fine-tuned to optimally
reduce under- and over-charging.
5.2.4 Impact of inaccuracy on system reliability
Due to GNSS signal errors (e.g., multipath errors in urban areas), errors with GIS road map, and
map-matching process errors, vehicles might sometimes be assigned to the wrong road segment
(Velaga et al., 2012d). This is a particular problem in dense urban areas with complex and
congested road networks (Quddus et al., 2007; Toledo et al., 2010b). False road segment
identification in the proposed dynamic RUC could lead to erroneous charges to users. For
example, the GNSS-based variable RUC scheme may charge users erroneously in situations
where two adjacent roads are priced differently (i.e., charge for a motorway is £2.00 per mile and
charge for a minor road parallel to the motorway is £0.50 per mile or even zero). The correct RUC
calculation is also dependent on other technology and equipment (e.g., in-vehicle emission
monitoring equipment), algorithms (e.g., MMA which integrates GIS and GPS data to identify a
road segment on which a vehicle is travelling), and communication architecture. Moreover, when
the RUC system is not reliable and there is margin for error, this needs to be transparent to both
the system operator and affected road users and business systems put in place to settle disputes.
In the proposed GNSS-based road user charging system, there are two possible types of erroneous
charging: (1) Missed recognitions (or missed charging) and (2) False recognitions (Grush et al.,
2009). Missed recognitions come about when a vehicle is travelling on a chargeable road or area,
but the system wrongly identifies the vehicle location and keeps it on a non-chargeable zone. On
the other hand, false recognitions indicate over-charging of users for a number of reasons: e.g.,
assigning the vehicle to a chargeable road though it is on a non-chargeable road, errors with
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systems and equipment. Missed recognitions represent financial loss to RUC agencies, but it is the
false recognitions that affect public acceptability and may lead to legal consequences.
5.3 Hard and Soft Implementation issues with GNSS-based dynamic RUC
The main focus of this paper is the importance of accurate location processing for technical
feasibility and user acceptance. However, there is a range of implementation issues that need to be
considered holistically.
5.3.1 Technology integration (software and hardware)
In the proposed dynamic RUC system, the calculation of user charges is based on eight variables
necessary to better reflect the PPP: exact distance travelled on a chargeable road, time of travel,
road class, type of geographic area (urban or semi urban), traffic density (congestion level),
vehicle class, pollutant emissions (exhaust mass emission and noise) and vehicle occupancy. To
achieve this, tight integration of a range of equipment is necessary. In-vehicle equipment includes
vehicle positioning systems (e.g., GPS), a vehicle emissions monitoring unit, a microphone to
measure noise, air bag sensors to measure vehicle occupancy. A wireless communication system
is also required for communication between vehicles/drivers and charging agencies to supply
traffic conditions data to charging and traffic management agencies, warn drivers if cost is rising
due to congestion on route (though see 5.3.3 below) and finally to supply the information required
on distance travelled for subsequent invoicing of road users. External to the vehicle the system
needs to integrate information such as real time traffic density (congestion level) to calculate the
user charges. The integration of different equipment to the OBU and its combination with external
real-time information (e.g., road segment level traffic density) obtained from other sources is
highly challenging but possible with the latest advancement in sensor, computer, communication
and information technologies.
5.3.2 Security and trust issues
In addition to the system's reliability, system security is also an important issue from the point of
view of both users and operators. System security is an important element for operators in
preventing fraud but also for user privacy, which is a key element of achieving public
acceptability for the proposed system. ROSPA 2013 finds that the privacy issue for in-vehicle
monitoring systems is hampering widespread public acceptance. Data ownership questions,
information storage, data processing and transaction processing would all pose stiff challenges.
5.3.3 Safety issues and user friendliness
As referred to in 5.3.1 above, totally dynamic pricing would potentially change the cost of a
journey in real-time. There are potential safety issues with introducing alerts that a journey price
is increasing whilst in transit. In principle these are similar to feedback alerts from in-vehicle
driver monitoring (black boxes) that have been introduced by some insurers and employers, and
experience to date suggests that accident rates can be reduced where such telematics are fitted
(ROSPA, 2013). However, safe driving could be compromised and further traffic problems
created by drivers trying to re-route around sudden congestion hotspots. The lack of certainty
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about total journey cost may also lead to social inequity. At this stage we would suggest that
100% dynamism in pricing is not feasible, but that introducing more variables that affect total
price to better reflect the true cost of journeys is feasible and desirable.
5.33 Cost of transition
To introduce or deploy the proposed dynamic RUC, based on integrating different equipment and
sensors to on-board unit, would have cost implications. Every registered vehicle would need to be
equipped with OBUs, either by manufacturers or for older vehicles, retrofitted. There are
precedents for building in the required telematics: emerging intelligent vehicles and built-in SatNav systems, the standardization of data in the USA, where Event Data Recorders are being fitted
to most new vehicles, and the E-Call system to locate cars in the event of an accident will have to
be fitted to all new vehicles from September 2015 (ROSPA 2015).
However, in order to deploy this system for all or most roads at national or regional level (a metro
city), there would be practical difficulties over such a large scale. Governance is also an issue in
relation to the need to replace or integrate existing smaller scale RUCs (e.g., ETC and ANPR),
many of which are wholly or partially in the private sector.
5.3.4 Equity and public acceptability
Experience in a number of places where urban road pricing has been considered suggests that
public acceptability hinges on perceived fairness. Firstly, a national RUC ought to replace annual
VED and most of the tax burden on fuel (see also 5.3.3 above), as well as assimilate existing
schemes. However, in the UK, fuel duty and VED are part of the general taxation system,
controlled by the Treasury at national government level, not by the Ministry of Transport, creating
a governance issue. Secondly, our proposed GNSS-based dynamic RUC is fair, in that it is based
on the PPP. This is a well-established principle in relation to environmental externalities and can
be extended by analogy to social externalities. Thirdly,as it is envisaged as national scheme, it is
geographically fair within the national boundaries, and pricing can be variable to reflect the
different ‘costs’ of urban/rural or peak/off-peak traffic conditions.
Nevertheless, the system proposed here also does not consider ability to pay and other social
equity considerations, unless it is programmed to do so. The introduction of direct RUC could be
socially regressive if it prices lower-income individuals off the roads in higher cost areas and they
have no viable alternative transport. It is known that those on lower incomes are more dependent
on second-hand cars which tend to be less fuel efficient, for example (Lucas and Pangbourne,
2012). Therefore a large-scale RUC system could exacerbate some social problems, particularly
as a completely dynamic pricing system would be capable of increasing costs in real-time as
congestion levels rose means that predictability of journey cost may be harder to gauge, leading to
those on lower incomes avoiding journeys altogether if they cannot be sure of the total cost in
advance (though see 5.3.3 above).
Thus, whilst reducing overall journeys is an objective of climate change mitigation policies in the
UK, under direct RUC the burden could fall more heavily on those with lower incomes, either
financially if they maintain their existing levels of mobility, or in terms of accessibility if they
have to reduce their mobility. To tackle this, pricing could be set to create parity with other modes
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of transport, which could support modal shift, and the dynamic nature of the charge and the
feedback that becomes possible with in-car telematics (ROSPA, 2013) could be used to apply
behavioural nudges away from the most costly behaviours or even reward desirable behaviours
(Tillema et al 2013). The programmability and comprehensive set of measured variables of the
proposed GNSS-based RUC system would enable policy design to account for social equity.

6. Summary, conclusions and areas for future research
In this paper we have critically reviewed typical types of RUC using selected examples. We have
also discussed some UK cases where the introduction of RUC had to be abandoned due to
acceptability problems, contrasting with successful introductions in other countries. We then
outline the architecture of a GNSS-based dynamic RUC system capable of addressing some of the
drawbacks of less advanced systems. We discuss some of the technical locational issues with
GNSS-based dynamic RUC, such as satellite positioning and errors, accuracy issues with GIS
road maps and MMA which are typically used to improve precision in vehicle positioning by
integrating satellite position and GIS road maps. Then we highlight some of the other
implementation issues with the proposed system, including technology integration, security,
transition costs, equity and public acceptability.
We suggest that future research is required in the following areas:
(1) Appraisal: introducing the proposed system at national or regional levels is a major
undertaking: a full cost-benefit analysis and social impact appraisal of the proposed system in
comparison to alternative options is required. Existing feasibility studies of RUC are not based
on the type of dynamic RUC that we are proposing.
(2) Technology trials: GNSS-based RUC requires more sophisticated map-matching than
existing ITS, and further critical trials are required to test system readiness. The integration of
the required in-vehicle sensors with external technologies and processes needs development
and trials to ensure system reliability.
(3) User acceptance: both ex-ante and ex-post user acceptance studies are needed through
surveys and focus groups, as well as large-scale user trials, in order to assess individual and
business user experiences with the proposed system.
(4) Equity: more understanding is needed about how different social groups (including
businesses) would be affected by different pricing scheme designs.
(4) Policy design, media and political acceptance: The issue of political acceptance of RUC
has fluctuated over several decades (May and Milne 2000). In the UK, there is more pressure to
reconsider national RUC as a replacement for the falling income from fuel duty, as uptake of
more efficient vehicles has been stimulated by the modifications to UK VED that introduced a
financial incentive to buy lower emission vehicles (DVLA/DfT, 2012; Ryley, 2010). The
impact of the media on public and political perceptions of RUC also needs further
investigation. Ryley (2010) identifies media factors as playing a role in the stalling of RUC
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schemes in the UK, for example, public support amongst Edinburgh residents fell substantially
over several rounds of consultation which were extensively covered in media editorials.
Overall we identify potential benefits of such a system that have not yet seen much recognition.
For example, the data richness of the proposed GNSS-based RUC system offers the promise of
some highly progressive solutions to the social equity issues, as well as providing transport
authorities and academic researchers with much more detailed granular data about the travel
behaviour of car users (whilst safeguarding privacy), which could lead to much greater
understanding of transport needs and wants, better modelling of current and future requirements
and better targeting of future investment in transport infrastructure and better tools for facilitating
behaviour change.
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Figure 1: Electronic toll collection system
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Figure 2: Example of cordon pricing and zone pricing

London congestion charging (Source: Transport for London).
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Figure 3. GNSS-based fully dynamic RUC system
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No

Figure 4: Example of digital map errors (Source: Quddus 2006)
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Figure 5: Map-matching algorithms (developed based on the algorithm from Velaga et al.,
(2012d))
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Part 1: Raw GPS data between two parallel roads
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Figure 6: Mismatching error, utilising algorithm from Velaga et al., (2012d)
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Table 1: Summary of the development of RUC approaches

Point charging

Typology

Key criteria
Vehicle
Identification
Method

Manual toll
collection
e.g. National
Highway 5, India
Visual
identification or
self check
declaration

Vehicle entitlement

Not required

Charge Parameters

Vehicle class

Payment options

Critique

Disadvantages

Area based toll

Electronic toll
collection
e.g. M6 Toll Road,
UK

Area licensing
method
e.g. Singapore
(1975 - 1990s)

Electronic tags
Required: vehicle
RFID
Vehicle class, time
of trip

Distance Based toll

Cordon pricing

Zone pricing

e.g. Oslo city, Norway

e.g. London congestion charge,
UK

Distance based toll
collection
e.g. HGV RUC,
Germany

Manual checks

Mainly DSRC

ANPR

GPS and GSM

Required: spot
checks

Required: vehicle RFID

Required: through ANPR

Required: OBUs

Vehicle class

Vehicle class

HGV (> 12 Tonne), on
motorways only

Prepayment; Post payment

Motor vehicles, week days
between 07:00 and18:00
Multiple options: Direct
deduction from users’ accounts;
Prepayment; Post payment (up
to midnight following day)

Prepayment:
monthly pass or
spot payment

Direct deduction
from users' accounts

Prepayment only

 Queuing delay
 More road side
infrastructure
and space
needed
 Labour
intensive
 Fraud and
corruption
 Enforcement
difficult

 High capital cost
 Duplication: ETC
is combined with
lower tech
options, requiring
toll plazas and
labour costs
 Fixed charges
only based on
vehicle class and
broad time-bands

 Labour intensive
 Enforcement cost
is high
 Fixed charges
only based on
vehicle class
 Users have to
plan ahead

 High number of tollgates
is required.
 Vehicles inside the
boundaries are not
charged

DSRC: Dedicated Short Range Communication; GSM: Global System for Mobile Communication; ATMS: Area Traffic Management System
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 Bad weather conditions
increase ANPR system errors
 Fixed charges based only on
vehicle class

Spot payment or
deduction from users’
accounts

 Current system is not
integrated with other
ITS systems like
ATMS.
 Variable charging
based only on vehicle
class and distance
travelled

